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George William Russell, larger referred to as AE (1867-1935), mystic, poet, painter, journalist,
editor, and functional rural economist, was once a pivotal determine within the Irish literary
revival and within the emergence of contemporary Ireland. From the start of the 20th century he
shaped life-long friendships with W. B. Yeats, George Moore, Lord Dunsany, James Stephens,
Stephen Mackenna (translator of the Enneads of Plotinus), James Joyce, and different writers,
thinkers, and artists, and used to be heavily linked to the Irish nationwide Theatre Society (later
the Abbey Theatre). In his biography of AE, Henry Summmerfield relates of him that most Song
and Its Fountains likely in mid-1884 he "began to adventure waking desires of fantastic energy
and vividness which appeared to be thrust into his attention by way of a brain which used to be
no longer his. pictures of cosmic happenings and different worlds crushed him with a majesty a
long way faraway from whatever of which he was once conscious in his personal being. 'I bear
in mind how pure, holy and lovely those imaginations seemed, ' AE Song and Its Fountains
wrote in later years, 'how they got here like crystal water sweeping Song and Its Fountains apart
the muddy present of my life. . . . The noticeable international turned like a tapestry blown Song
and Its Fountains and stirred through winds at the back of it. If it should bring up yet an speedy I
knew i might be in Paradise."' tune and Its Fountains is imbued with the strength of this strong
internal life. In [this book] i've got attempted to trace track again to its mystery fountains. As i've
got concept it unnatural to determine jointly in galleries photographs unrelated to every other, or
taken from the altars for Song and Its Fountains which they have been painted, so i've got
concept it unnatural for lyric to keep on with lyric in a quantity with out trace of the physically or
non secular situation out of which they have been born. i've got right here positioned a few
songs of their average psychic atmosphere. those that can't keep on with my reasoning may
possibly be amused or inquisitive about the delusion a poet equipped approximately his
existence and poetry. - AE And the traditional secret Holds its fingers out day through day,
Takes a chair and croons with me by means of my cabin outfitted of
it is one of many books i might decide to take to the grave.
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